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Introduction: 
Going Beyond the Factory Model 

of Higher Education

 Higher education on a global scale is more suited to the 19th century 
industrial era than it is to the 21st century. 

 So much has changed in the past 100 years: we all know about the  
external developments, but what about the big changes in how we 
think and how we know.

 Evolutionary change in human thinking runs parallel with many of 
the exponential changes in the external world. 

 Futures studies offers a big-picture framing for these changes. 
 Elise Boulding’s concept of the “200-year present” shows us that we 

need to explore the last hundred years in order to prepare for the 
next hundred years. 

 The early 20th century heralded new ways of thinking and new 
knowledge patterns, which will be key drivers of change in the next 
100 years.  
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 Disciplinary: Throughout the 20th century, significant developments 
can be mapped in most of the major academic disciplines.

 I will focus here on science, philosophy, psychology and education.
 Post-disciplinary: In parallel, there is an emerging movement to 

integrate knowledge, to move beyond the fragmentation of 
knowledge associated with disciplinary specialisation via inter-, 
multi-, and trans-disciplinary approaches.

 Evolutionary: The evolution of consciousness literature includes 
evidence for both cultural evolution and individual psychological 
development beyond Piaget’s “formal operations” previously thought 
to be the highest cognitive stage. 

 Postformal: Adult developmental psychologists building on Piaget’s 
work propose several high stages of postformal reasoning, including 
qualities such as reflexivity, complexity, creativity, imagination, 
dialogue and the ability to handle paradox.
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Introducing
Megatrends of the Mind



From Knowledge Economy
to Global Knowledge Futures

 In spite of these strengthening developments within and across 
many disciplines and knowledge fields, the institution of mass 
education, designed for the industrial era, has been pretty static 
since the onset of the industrial revolution. 

 If we are to cope with the complexity we must expect of the next 
100 years, higher education must deeply embrace new ways of 
thinking and new knowledge patterns. 

 While neoliberals argue for the new “knowledge economy” this 
perpetuates fragmentation, commodification and 
instrumentalism.

 By contrast the new ways of knowing: “global knowledge futures”
are grounded in human creativity, innovation and relationship. 

 These postformal qualities are less dependent on economic 
resources and thus more sustainable for a fragile planet.  
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New Drivers of Change in 
21st Century Higher Education

 Globalization of higher education 
 The tension between elite institutions and mass higher 

education
 Changing views of quality in higher education and social 

inclusion
 New ways of thinking and systems of knowledge
 The shift from the global knowledge economy to global 

knowledge futures
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Drivers of Change: 
1. Globalization of higher education 

 This issue of global competitiveness—so central to the functioning 
of neoliberal economic markets—has penetrated the higher 
education sector.

 Globalisation has also stimulated mobility (of students, academics 
and ideas) with the unexpected effect of enabling new insights 
into the diversity of higher education systems.

 This mobility in turn leads to “brain drain”,“brain gain”, “brain 
circulation” and global talent flows.

 The rise of the global south in terms of higher education provision 
is another significant outcome of this process, with China, India, 
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and Latin America being new key players in 
the global higher education sector.
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Drivers of Change: 
2. Elite VS mass higher education

 In the last few decades we have witnessed a shift in higher 
education policy, at least in the Anglo-European context, from 
universities as elite institutions for the few to higher education as a 
birthright of all.

 As a counter trend there is evidence in the last few years to 
suggest the pendulum may be swinging back: e.g. the Emerging 
Global Model (EGM) of the elite 21st century research university.

 There is ongoing tension in the battle for resources as the 
knowledge economy continues to commodify knowledge.

 In the light of these developments must we conclude that the 
notion of quality in higher education has again been hijacked by 
elite institutions at the expense of mass education?
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Drivers of Change: 
3. Changing views of quality in higher 

education and social inclusion

 Three different views of quality in higher education:
 Neoliberal: The discourse on EGMs suggests that quality in higher 

education is dependent on research and funding concentration and can 
be measured by league tables and other performance indicators. This 
is the Neoliberal view of quality.

 BUT the default neoliberal idea of quality is not the only measure of 
quality.

 Justice Globalism: From the ideology of justice globalism, global 
networks of higher education institutions would collaborate rather 
than compete with each other.

 Human Potential: From the perspective of human potential
 ideologies, quality in higher education would mean more than global 

competitiveness or higher levels of access, but would be related to 
human potential and transformation.
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Drivers of Change: 
4. New ways of thinking and 

systems of knowledge
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Disciplinary Shifts: 
New Ways of Thinking

 Scientific shifts:
 from classical to quantum physics; 
 from closed mechanistic to open biological systems; 
 leading to chaos and complexity sciences and emergentism.

 Philosophical shifts:
 the shift from mechanistic to process metaphors of thinking;
 the linguistic turn especially post-structuralism;
 the historical turn especially hermeneutics;
 the religious/spiritual turn in continental philosophy.

 Psychological shifts:
 From behaviourist to humanist, even transpersonal, psychology;
 From clinical models to positive psychology notions of human potential; 
 From formal reasoning to several higher stages of postformal reasoning.

 Educational shifts:
 From factory model of formal education to postformal pedagogies;
 The information age, particularly the mass media and the WWW.
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Beyond Disciplinary Boundaries:
New Systems of Knowledge

 Post-disciplinarity:
New attempts to create knowledge-bridges between disciplines, through 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research;

 Integration:
The emergence of systemic, holistic and integral thinking in various fields including 
philosophy;

 Expanding notions of science:
The eclipsing of correspondence theories of knowledge, such as positivistic 
empiricism, by coherence theories based on post-positivist principles such as social 
constructivism; 

 Expanding notions of space:
The political movement from the centrality of nation-states to the rise of the global 
imaginary,  and hybrid concepts of global/local, glocal and even glonacal; 

 Expanding notions of time:
The transition from studying the past to futures thinking, in parallel, 
with the deconstruction of the modernist, linear narrative of time.



Drivers of Change: 
5. The shift from the global knowledge 
economy to global knowledge futures
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Global knowledge economy
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Global Knowledge Futures
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In Summary…
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Embracing New Knowledge:
Alternative Higher Education Futures

New Thinking and New Knowledge Systems for Higher Education to 
embrace to be “up with the times” in the 21st Century:

 post-classical sciences including quantum physics, chaos and 
complexity, emergentism, open systems; 

 postmodern, poststructuralist and comparative philosophies;

 critical, interpretive and contextual theories;

 postformal reasoning, including complexity, dialectics, paradox, self-
reflexivity and creativity, to name a few;

 postformal pedagogies;

 global imaginaries;


 systemic, holistic and integral theories; 

 inter- and transdisciplinarity.
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Tackling Pertinent Issues:
Visions of Higher Education Futures

Complex and Pertinent Global-Societal Issues requiring long-term 
thinking if Higher Education is to be “up with the times” in the 
21st Century:

 Environmental degradation now includes 
more dramatic climate conditions;

 After the “GFC” the limits to growth discourse 
is even more pertinent;

 Social and global justice are far from 
commonplace;

 Cultural pluralism and the needs of the global south 
require sustained focus;

 The factory model of formal education is well 
past its “use-by-date” and needs to be 
postformalised.
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Global Knowledge Futures
For Higher Education 
in the 21st century

“One of the greatest problems we face today is how to adjust 
our way of thinking to meet the challenge of an increasingly 
complex, rapidly changing, unpredictable world. 

We must rethink our way of organising knowledge.”

- Edgar Morin 2001, p. 5.
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